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Ul’dah’s gold smith guild is proud to present the “The Eorzea Coin Collection” commemorating the re-forma-

tion of the three city state’s Grand Companies. You too have the opportunity to own this rare and exquisite 

collection by sending three easy to pay instalments of $59.95 to PO BOX 4653, Ul’dah, Thanalan 85324.
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Halone
1st astral moon

( January )

YYou are experiencing a socia-
ble, busy time and you could 
be meeting and greeting or 
connecting over the wires, 
corresponding, learning more, 
maybe sharing what you 
know, and probably running 
around more mentally and/or around more mentally and/or 
physically. 

Education or more travel are 
also highlighted.

Nymeia
2nd umbral moon

( April )

The current position of the The current position of the 
Sun is activating your Solar 
chart to do with nurture, com-
passion and higher service, 
so you may find you have to 
make more space in your life 
for others and, for a while, 
put your personal preferencput your personal preferenc-
es to one side. But this is 
also a period to draw firmer 
boundaries and take more 
time for self-nurture and 
healing.

Horoscopes

Thaliak
2nd Astral moon

( March )

Listen to your inner guidance, Listen to your inner guidance, 
and move beyond what is now 
getting in the way of your hap-
piness and wellbeing.
After the 14th, you’ll probably 
have a stronger outward focus 
and a busier schedule. You 
may be socializing or coming 
and going more. Try to avoid 
getting scattered by taking time 
to chill out or meditate each 
daday.  Equipment, travel or 
transport might also be empha-
sized. 

MENPHINA
1st Umbral moon

( February )

Finances, goods, property or Finances, goods, property or 
anything which affects your 
material security or physical 
wellbeing is likely to have 
your attention. So key themes 
are centred around ‘stuff’ – 
yours (or theirs), and perhaps 
maintaining it, moving it, maintaining it, moving it, 
ditching it or acquiring more. 
Or you may have to consider 
financial priorities, and be 
casting around for ways to 
organize the piggy bank more 
effectively.

Llymlaen
3rd astral moon

( May )

This is period when you can This is period when you can 
further things which may have 
been in the back of your mind 
for a while now. Unexpected or 
unconventional encounters or 
influences are more prevalent 
and you should be more flexi-
ble and adaptable in your reble and adaptable in your re-
sponses. In general, a govern-
ing factor won’t be what you 
know as much as who you 
know and what you may 
achieve together or through 
your association with them.

Oschon
3rd umbral moon

( june )

YYou’ll be keener to make the 
right impression in certain sit-
uations and come across well 
in the eyes of others as you 
may feel a bit under the spot-
light at times. It might mean 
you are dealing more with bu
reaucracy and may feel frus-
trated with the restrictions im-
posed by rules or red tape.  
This is also a time to show 
authority and a firm direction 
yourself as certain others may 
be relying upon you.
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Byregot
4th astral moon

( July )

YYou are in a more outgoing, 
expansive mood which tends 
to raise the spirits and helps 
you see outside of the box. 
Some of you may have itchy 
feet, and can find increasing 
opportunities to escape the 
daily grind this is a good time daily grind this is a good time 
to get out and about more. 
During this period, you may be 
full of ideas or wish to launch 
into a project but it involves 
research and you learn alot as 
you strive to join up the dots.

Nald'thal
5th umbral moon

( October )

YYou may be dealing with more 
chores or niggly details, or, this 
may be the moment to get to 
grips with health issues (yours 
or another’s) or a better diet 
and exercise regime (you know 
it makes sense!). 

YYou may also be putting more 
effort into maintenance, re-
pairs, or applying teaching or 
advisory skills. So, dealing with 
the ‘to do’ list and getting 
things organized betters.

Azeyma
5th Astral moon

( september )

 Central to this moon will be  Central to this moon will be 
how to get the best out of part-
nerships and co-operative alli-
ances. You and someone could 
be bonding, negotiating a deal, 
forming a united front or help-
ing each other out in practical 
ways. But however it is for you, 
there is a feeling of mutual in-
teraction and you may be de-
pending on their contribution or 
vice versa. Basically you 
cannot go forward as success-
fully on your own.

Rhalgr
4th Umbral moon

( August )

This moon is a gear-shifting This moon is a gear-shifting 
phase, but you’ll probably feel 
a little tentative or self-protec-
tive at times as you intuitively 
gauge where your priorities lie 
and how best to move for-
wards. You may be more con
scious of the material/financial 
angle but you are likely to be 
more than a little aware of the 
emotional side of things as 
well and you feel an inner tur-
moil as you sensitively weigh 
things up.

Nophica
6th astral moon

( November )

Until the 20th thereUntil the 20th there’s a brighter 
more spontaneous vibration 
around. You are more likely to 
feel the appreciation of others 
and do things which let you 
shine your light in a more 
spontaneous way. It could 
even put you at the centre of even put you at the centre of 
attention at times. More con-
tact with romantic partners is 
likely for some of you and for 
others, there could be more 
socializing and maybe more 
emphasis upon questing or 
tasks from the grand company.

Althyk
6th umbral moon

( December )

This moon focus will probably This moon focus will probably 
be more in and around a base 
of operations or a neighbour-
hood, or with party members. 

In some respects your gaze 
will tend to be more inwards 
and you may be pondering 
things and feeling things more 
deeply. For some of you, links 
with the past may be felt in the 
present and there could be a 
blast from the past and you blast from the past and you 
could be feeling a little nostal-
gic at times.

Your guide to this moon’s stars with Khan -E-Senna





   Little& Exie’sLove Advice

Hello Menphina Lovers, Little Pet & Exie Love here ~ 
your love advice gurus!Recently we’ve been bombarded by 
Moogle-mail with your questions about Love, Life & Re-
lationships. So we’re about to cast our spells, aim our 
arrows and put on our STR Gloves to knock some sense 
into you!

Dear Little & Exie,
I was head over heels with my man. We shared our lives and our 
linkshell. But, as the End-of-the-World drew closer, he began to 
pull away from me. I publicly rejected him, and now he’s hooked 
up with the Linkshell Slut.  I want him back, and he’s not biting! 
How do I get him to leave her?
  From, 

High and Dry

tip the scales in your favour

Eshtaime’s Aesthetics
South of the Golden Court, 

Ul’Dah

The Company Collection



www.TheDrunkenMoogle.com

Slow:
1.5 oz. UV Blue Raspberry Vodka

1 splash of Rose’s Blue Raspberry Cocktail Mix
4 oz. Sprite

Directions:

Mix the UV vodka and Rose’s mix to a champagne flute Mix the UV vodka and Rose’s mix to a champagne flute 
and fill with Sprite.  Take your time and chill out for a bit.

Haste:
1.5 oz. Orange juice
1.5 oz. Pineapple juice
3 oz. Red Bull

1 splash of Grenadine

Directions:

For Haste, mix the pineapple juice and orange juice in For Haste, mix the pineapple juice and orange juice in 
a champagne flute, then top off with Red Bull.  Add a 
very small splash of grenadine to the top (no more 
than a few drops) and it will sink to the bottom.  

Enjoy and feel the rush. 

Drinks created and photographed by 
Mitch of the Drunken Moogle. HASTE

SLOW





EXCLUSIVE TOUR OF

The Infamous 
Wandering Minstrel’s
New Home!

INSIDE
Pussy Palace



Open up to read 
the contravercy!

“It’s a disgusting
 house of sin!”

- Saintly Midlander

“We have a lot of fu
n living 

here, and trolling th
e locals is 

always enjoyable!”-- Purrrrrfect Miqo’t
e

“They’re jealous we all get to live in 

luxury with The Wandering Minstrel. 
Everyone wants this lifestyle!”

-- Coy Miqo’te

“Everyone agrees the Wandering Minstrel 
brings a certain celebrity to the area! That’s 
good for both the lovely ladies and merchants 
alike. I look forward to their next party!”
-- Obsessed Local Mayor

We started calling it the local 
litter tray because it’s full of filth! 
To make it worse the girls sent 
out invitations advertising a 
party, asking if we would

--Distraught grandmother

“Come Play In Our Litter T
ray!”



DR CID+_________________________________________
Wax on, Wax off
Dr Cid,

My last hookup left me high and dry My last hookup left me high and dry 
after telling me he wasn’t up for a trek 
though the twelveswood just to taste 
some peach, feeling bushy and un-
tamed I decided to try out hair removal 
using some beeswax and a torn page I 
found laying around. After nearly scold-
ing myself with the wax I heated in a pot 
on the stove I pressed the page deli-
cately against my peach only to shread 
the page when trying to yank it off. Now 
all the wax has hardened I have paper 
confetti littering my crotch and my bits 
are all glued together! How can I clean 
up this mess!

Estrilda
The Drowning Wench, LN

DR CID SAYS:
Well I bet that stings! Geddit? “Stings” 
bwahahahaha! This could be painfull but 
i would sugget breaking away as much 
of the hard wax as possible before ap-
plying a curling iron wrapped with a 
thick towel to absorb the the wax as it 
melts slowly. remember to use a THICK 
towel or wrap around several time so towel or wrap around several time so 
you don’t burn yourself even further.

Oh by the way, I wouldn’t pick up any 
more torn pages if I were you unless 
you want to summon a raging ram in 
your cooch as the pages are used to 
summon monsters using forbidden 
necrologos rites.

Speedrun Over
Dear Dr Cid,

I am in a recently new relationship and I am in a recently new relationship and 
very fond of the fellow I am seeing, the 
only problem is that our sex life is leav-
ing me increasingly frusturated as he 
only seems to be interested in “end 
game” and finishing his end of the deal 
leaving me wanting more.

Rhoe Jakkya
Limsa Lominsa, LN

DR CID SAYS:
YYou poor mistreated minx, If Dr Cid 
was there he would make sure all your 
nooks and crannies were fully explored 
and no treasure chest left unopened! 
Ditch the selfish looser!



_________________________________________Get your moonly checkup with MENPHINA’S resident Doctor.

Something’s Fishy?
Help me Dr Cid!

I have a certain “odour” problem that is 
attracting Miqo’te admirers, I wash vigor-
ously morning and night but the problem 
persists.

“Stuffing my panties 
with peach confetti.”

It’s there even if I am not on my period. 
I’ve tried everything to mask it including 
stuffing my panties with peach confetti. I 
am at my wits end!

Livith,
Hyrstmill, TBSHyrstmill, TBS

DR CID SAYS:
Eww! That IS disgusting! You must have 
something very wrong with you...

Just Kidding!

This may sound ironic but make sure This may sound ironic but make sure 
you are not being too vigorous with 
washing... Your cooch is a very delicate 
area and it is possible to upset the PH 
balance by using harsh soaps or other 
products. (Just to be clear your woo hoo 
is not a confetti cannon so keep that stuff 
outta there!)outta there!)

SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO:
MENPHINA.MAGAZINE@GMAIL.COM

XIVPads

Performance
you can 
rely on?
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Hatori HANZO
Havel BISHOP
Honey TAILWITCH 
Ichimoku RIN  
Ishidoro SCHIERKE 
Jasil SAITO 

Kelvena AKelvena AYLWARD
Kitsune IKARI 
Kitty SXY
Linu LANERAL 
Lioth FREEWIND
Lockon STRATOS
Lucas CASTLE
Lucavi LLucavi LEKGOLOS  
Lumix PAN
Luna SHADOW
Macus BLAKKSTARR
Maise ALDADEL  
Maldun WINDURSTAN
Malicia VIRUS
Manwe SManwe SULEMO  
Melee ASURA  
Mercy SHADOWS
Merikosum NEAMAN
Meshel VERITAS  
Milamber PUG

Myrrima BANNISFERRE
Naomi FNaomi FORDRAGON
Noah ROSENBERG
Nyhla ALHYN
Oddo SENJI
Ojin CLERIC
Olison KIENFAL
Opaque CARBUNCLE
Pickadilly DPickadilly DALLY
Phonzie TRIBAL  

Piplup QUETZALCOATL

Pontius PILATE
Pooky KRONFELD
Rakonee AVENGARD
Raxx DAINI

Reina HAYABUSA
Reiper GREYSHADOW 
Rhaype TRhaype TIEM
Rock KICKASS
Sandros RAJUN
Sav ALITHOS 

Setsua BLOODPACT 
Shoriyu KAZEYAMA 
Shrapnel SYM
Shun GShun GOTU  
Sirr RIGS
Skyla RAINE
Snow BLOOD
Star DUST
Sun DORESU
Sven GORAN
Takeda KTakeda KAI
Tali NARIYAH 
Talon REGULOS 
Terry MCGINNIS

Tremain WOOLACOTT
Trigger MACKENZIE 
Trish GREY 

Vhaeraun NVhaeraun NIGHTMASK 
Virtus SANCTUS 
Xyper VEGA
Yuki KINOMOTO
Zansetsu VESSALIUS
Zeldrick RASHAL
Zenia SIREL

Zombie GZombie GEEZEUS

"BLAZE"  
"NOXIDE" 
Aion BLAZE
Akkarai MIDNIGHT
Albedo ALBEDO 
Anima KUROMADOUSHI 
Apollo CApollo CORVINUS 
ARCHMAGE JODAH
Ash FROST
Ashii TAKA

Ateryu GARAMONDE
Bang GLEEKS
Bert POCALYPSE 
Bip BBip BAP

Bobbins ROBBINS
Bone JUICE
Bum BUM

Cambyses THURIRL
Casper OLI
Catas TROPHE
Ceown BCeown BARBATOSA
Clair MATTOCK  
Contrap POSTO 
Crafty HALLIE
Dark HARBINGER
Demnoes ORINITIA 
Dubstep NINJA  
Edge BEdge BRAVER 
Este VATO 
Feris VESSALI
Futaba ARYLON
Gand CERBERUS
Goku SONN
Gryzz ODYSS  
Hank SHank SCORPIO 
Harlequin NOX



Interested 
in being in 
next 
months 
issue?



We fight for 
Eorzea’s freedom. 

Help us fight for 
ours.

The rebirth of the realm welcomes people from all walks of life, offers 
sanctum to those in need and does not judge a soul based on race or colour.

Why are we being denied regognition of love?
Please support us in our call for marriage equality.
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